Abstract-In this contribution, we derive a probability distribution suitable for characterizing bi-azimuth (azimuth of arrival and azimuth of departure) direction dispersion of individual path components in the response of the propagation channel. This distribution belongs to the family of generalized von Mises Fisher distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the heterogeneity of the propagation environment, the received signal at the receiver (Rx) of a radio communication system is the superposition of a number of components. Each individual component, which we call "path component", is contributed by an electromagnetic wave propagating along a path from the transmitter (Tx) to the Rx. Along this path, the wave interacts with a certain number of objects referred to as scatterers. Due to the geometrical and electromagnetic properties of the scatterers, the individual path components may be dispersive in delay, direction of departure (DoD), direction of arrival (DoA), polarizations, as well as in Doppler frequency when the environment is time-variant.
This work was jointly supported by the Network of Excellence in Wireless COMmunications (NEWCOM) and Elektrobit Testing Oy. Path components can be observed in the response of the channel and any characterizing function derived from this response. As an example, in Fig. 1 we show two estimated power spectra with respect to azimuth of departure (AoD) and azimuth of arrival (AoA) at specific delays calculated from measurement data using the Bartleff beamformer L2]. In the sequel, we refer to these spectra as (bi-azimuth) Bartlett spectra. A certain number of spots can be observed. Each spot corresponds to either one or more specific path componens. It can be observed from Fig. 1 [7] . The organization of this contribution is as follows. In Section Il we derive the pdf of the bi-variate von-MisesFisher distribution. Section III presents the signal model describing bi-azimuth dispersion of path components.
The maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters of the pdf is derived in Section IV. Section V presents the result 01 the experimental investigation. Finally concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II VON-MISES-FISHER DISTRIBUTION
Following the nomenclature in [8] , we use a unit vector ee to characterize a direction. In the considered case of horizontal-only propagation, the vector Q has its initial point anchored at the origin 0 of a coordinate system specified in the region surrounding the array of interest, and terminal point located on a unit circle S1 where C denotes a normalization factor, a, a2 R2X 1 and A C R2x2. Following [6] we refer to this distribution as the generalized von-Mises-Fisher distribution.
The parameters a,, a2 and A in (4) are free parameters, the specification of which depends on the particular problem at hand To find the appropriate expressions of a,, a2 and A for our particular application, i.e. the characterization of bi azimuth dispersion we postulate that, for slightly distribuited pasth components, the hiazimuth pdf induced by (4) via the mapping (1) operations. The SAGE algorithm described in [13] can be used to compute a low-complexity approximation of the maximum likelihood estimator in (13) .
V. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
In this section, we assess the applicability of the characterization by means of the von-Mises-Fisher pdf (8) in a real environment. The measurement data were obtained with the MIMO wideband radio channel sounder Elektrobit Propsound CS [1] . The measurement campaign was conducted in a big hall at a center frequency of 5.2 GHz with bandwidth 100 MHz. The Tx and Rx were both equipped with two similar 9-element circular arrays. The polarization direction of the elements is 45°s
lanted with respect to the vertical. The positions of the Fig 3 (a) The SAGE algorithm is used to estimate the param eters of the path components In this preliminary study, we assume that the number of path components is known in advance. In the considered case, this number equals 3, which coincides with the amount of the path components that can be visually identified from the Bartlett spectrum shown in Fig. 1 (b) . We consider vertical polarization only, i.e. the vectors ci (0), i = 1, 2 used in the calculation of E in (14) are the array responses for vertical polarization. The initial estimates of the parameters of the individual path components are computed using a combination of the succesive interference cancelation method described in [13] and an estimator derived based on the generalized array manifold model [14] . At [13] .
The obtained parameter estimates are reported in Table  T . Estimates 1 d = 1,2,3, i 1,2 of the azimuth spreads of the path components expressed in degree are also provided. Fig. 3 (c) Fig. 3 (c) , we observe that the path components are significantly more concentrated than the corresponding components in the Bartlett spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (a) . Moreover, the third path component in Fig. 3 (c) appears to be stronger than the first component even though P3 < This is because the power spectrum of the third path component is more concentratedI than the spectrum of the first component. Fig. 3 (b) depicts the Bartlett spectrum calculated from the reconstructed signal with the bi-azimuth power syectrmt (15) . Notice that the spectral height estimate J2 is also considered in the calculation. The blurring effect due to the limited resolution in azimuth of the used arrays is clearly demonstrated. As a result the path components in the Bartlett spectrum exhibit significantly larger spreads compared to the spreads of the estimated components. Notice that the Bartlett spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (b) looks similar to the spectrum in Fig. 3 (a) . Furthermore, it is observed that the magnitude of the path components depicted in Fig. 3 (b) is lower than that observed in Fig. 3 (a) . This is consistent with an analyti- Fig. 3 , demonstrate that the von-Mises-Fisher pdf (8) provides an appropriate characterization of bi-azimuth dispersion by individual path components.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution we proposed a bi-variate generalized von-Mises-Fisher probability density function (pdf) suitable for characterizing bi-azimuth (azimuth of arrival and azimuth of departure) dispersion of individual path components. We also derived an estimator of the parameters of the pdf. Preliminary experimental results demonstrated the applicability of the proposed characterizing method in real situations. These results also made evident that the path components are noticeably more concentrated in the bi-azimuth plane compared to their corresponding footprints in the Bartlett spectrum.
